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Gamut appoints Sound Fowndations  
as new UK distributor 

 

  
Gamut RS9 loudspeakers 

 

Internationally renowned Danish hi-fi specialist Gamut has appointed Berkshire-

based Sound Fowndations as its new UK distributor. The two companies had already 

collaborated at a number of key hi-fi shows, during which it became clear that they 

shared a common passion and vision for high performance audio. 

 

“It’s important for us to work with the right people,” said Benno Meldgaard, Gamut’s 

Research & Development Manager. “Our focus is on creating phenomenally musical 

hi-fi systems so it’s vital that our business partners have the knowledge and expertise 

to enable customers to experience that musicality directly for themselves.” 

 

Hence the value of a strong presence at hi-fi shows, a strategy which is clearly 

paying off: the Gamut RS7 loudspeaker recently scooped one of What Hi-Fi? 

magazine’s ‘Stars of CES 2015’ awards, which singled out ten of the best new 

products showcased at the world’s biggest consumer electronics show. 

 

Chris Green, Sound Fowndations’ Managing Director, added, “We’re absolutely 

delighted to be working with Gamut. This is a company in which quality very clearly 

runs through everything they do: design and engineering, build and craftsmanship, 

relationships and customer service. And watching Benno set up a system is 

something every audiophile should witness. Perfectionism doesn’t even come close 

to describing the attention to detail, and the results are astonishing. His ears should 

be insured!” 
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About Gamut 

 

While Gamut may not be among hi-fi’s most top-of-mind brand names, the Danish 

company has been quietly at the forefront of designing phenomenally musical hi-fi 

systems for quite some time. In fact, audio occupies an unusually important place in 

the economy of Denmark. Not only are several major hi-fi manufacturers located 

there, but the national engineering school (Technical University of Denmark) has an 

active programme of audio research and development.  

 

One can therefore reasonably expect a lot from Danish hi-fi designers and Gamut is 

no exception: the company pioneered the curved cabinetry manufacturing process 

now used by some of the most successful high-end loudspeaker brands in the world 

(including B&W).  

 

Despite its illustrious technical pedigree, Gamut remains firm on one key principle: 

the way in which the human ear and brain interpret sound is yet to be duplicated by 

any laboratory or testing device, so one needs more than calculations and measuring 

devices to create the perfect audio system. Every Gamut product design, therefore, 

also undergoes thousands of hours of listening before going into production. “Of 

course we measure everything we can”, says Gamut, “but instead of measuring at 

the industry standard: 1m up/1m away, we always measure the speakers in the same 

way that they are being listened to: 95cm up/3m away, and both speakers at the 

same time. This means that our products are designed perform better in their natural 

environment: the customer’s home.” 
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Press contact 

 

For more information, product samples or high-resolution print-ready images please 

contact David Denyer on 07976 646 404 or david@ddpr.co.uk. 
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